The Häme Foundation for Professional Higher Education and Research rf.

HAMK students
Thesis Grants

Short process description for donator and grant applicant

HAMK students can apply for a grant or a scholarship from the Häme Foundation for professional higher education and research rf. to make a thesis or project work, from which the student acquires credits. It is also possible to apply for scholarships for study-related internships when the placement does not pay for the internship.

Students and other researchers can also apply grants or scholarships for other skills development and the Foundation’s Board of Directors on a case-by-case basis handles these applications.

A donor / sponsor of a thesis or project work can donate to the Foundation, of which 80% is for a grant or a scholarship to the student and 20% for public science and implementing the Foundation's statutory purpose. For example, the company donates 1000 euros; an 800-euro grant will be grant.

Granting a scholarship for Bachelor's Thesis will be fostered if the foundation has available funds to the research or education sector.

The student or thesis supervisor can inform the sponsor of the thesis that the company is able to support the completion of the student and the thesis by donating the Foundation for the research. Prerequisite is that the student is not contracted for the bachelor's thesis.

Process

Donator
Company or community fills the deed of donation (available www.hakkts.fi), and deposits the donation into foundation’s account and posts the deed of donation to foundation.

Grant applicant
Grant applicant fills the grant application, encloses copy of thesis abstract and sends these documents to head of studyprogramme who signs the grant of application and sends the documents to foundation.

The foundation pays grants normally once in a month, but occasionally we can pay also at another time. The dates you can found on foundation’s home page, www.hakkts.fi.

For additional information, please contact the foundation’s secretary: Annika Mastokangas, annika.mastokangas@hamk.fi